interior finishes for education
interior solutions to help create effective learning environments

- create attractive and functional environments with a wide range of co-ordinating products designed to enhance and protect education interiors
- ensure safe, accessible buildings that help provide inclusive environments for all users
- select products from a company that recognises its impact on the environment and is committed to offering sustainable products and solutions

Adventurer carpet with PVC backing is completely recyclable at the end of its working life into new carpet backing.
**soft furnishings**

- flame retardant, easy care soft furnishings and upholstery fabrics
- inspirational designs and colours
- ideal for residential accommodation, common rooms and pre-schools

**floorcoverings**

- carpets and resilient floorcoverings designed to withstand high levels of footfall
- increased sound insulation to help conform to The Building Regulations 2000 Approved Document E
- recyclable and environmentally-friendly options
- products available for teaching, administration, study and residential areas

**barrier matting**

- provide functional and attractive flooring for heavy traffic areas
- protect floorcoverings and minimise maintenance costs
- ensure safe and easy access for pedestrian and wheeled traffic

**surroundings conducive to study**

- the stripe - the university of winchester
- residential accommodation
- the university of hull
- durham university
lighting design solutions

- bespoke designs for the creation of interactive learning environments
- specialist step and aisle systems for lecture theatre applications

wall protection systems

- protect surfaces and keep interiors looking good
- minimise maintenance costs in busy environments
- use versatile products to create fun learning tools

stair edgings & floor trims

- create safe learning environments
- ensure accessible buildings
- meet the latest guidelines in Approved Document M of The Building Regulations 2000

the new edge in safety for stairs

visit: www.gradusxt.com for more details
floorcoverings

St Leonard’s Catholic School in Durham chose Latour Stripes carpet tile to provide a hard-wearing but attractive carpet in teaching, administration and study areas throughout the school.

barrier matting

A combination of primary and secondary barrier matting was used in the reception area of Godalming Junior School to provide an attractive entrance that also increased the life expectancy and reduced the maintenance costs of surrounding floorcoverings.

stair edgings & floor trims

Specialist stair edgings for ceramics were used to reduce slips, trips and falls on all the main staircases at Clydebank College campus, helping to create a safe learning environment.

wall protection systems

A bespoke design in Sanparrel PVC-u protective sheet was chosen by Heyday Pre-School to provide a low maintenance wall covering that also offered a fun, interactive learning tool.

lighting

A unique lighting system was designed and installed to enhance the aesthetics and functionality of the state-of-the-art Media Factory at UCLan, and to reflect the modern creative environment.

soft furnishings

The University of Hull estates office selected a tailored package of bedding, curtains, nets, tracks and blinds to help create high quality residential accommodation for students and visitors.

to find out more call 01625 428922 and ask for customer support quoting ‘interiors for education’
to specify Gradus is to provide peace of mind